Our New Technology, Capabilities and Discoveries Diagram
Input and Output:
Navigationless XML
input and automatically
formatted XML output.

Next Generation Advanced SQL
Multipath Hierarchical Processing

All the capabilities here are new,
more powerful & ANSI standard.

Based entirely on relational and
hierarchical data processing principles.

Our Breakthrough Discoveries:

Hierarchical data input
accessed as its view or
as its separate nodes.

Replaces old limited static processing
with new dynamic processing and fully
automated metadata processing.

Hierarchical processing is a valid
subset of relational processing.

Misc. API’s and remote
input data supported.

Combines SQL and NoSQL Capabilities.
Always returns meaningful results.

ANSI SQL can fully and seamlessly
integrate relational and multipath
hierarchical processing.

Heterogeneous data,
Legacy data support,
XML Schema Support.

SQL multipath hierarchical processing
can isolate data and dynamically
transform it to any hierarchical shape.

Advanced New SQL Query Processing on Entire
Multipath Hierarchical Structure
Powerful logical multipath hierarchical structures can
be dynamically built, joined & hierarchically processed.
Uses all selected multipath relationships together at
one time to more thoroughly increase query results.
Hierarchical multipath structures and queries are
naturally unambiguous making them semantically
accurate and simpler to specify.
Using the intra-path semantics produces new level of
precise and accurate interactive analytic querying.

Query Use:
Easier to use
Faster to use
More power
More flexible
More correct
More concise
More efficient

ANSI SQL inherently supports LCA
processing required for multipath
hierarchical processing & solves
XML keyword search problem.
Solved how and why complex LCA
processing occurs spontaneously.
Linking below the root is valid data
modeling and supports powerful
new semantically valid mashups.

SQL can fully map to hierarchical
structures naturally & intuitively.

Breakthrough Peer-to-Peer Collaborative SQL
Hierarchical Coding- A New Paradigm
Uses advanced SQL hierarchical processing with
automatic metadata processing for seamless use.

New Hierarchical SQL Processing Capabilities:
Rapid prototyping & dynamic hierarchical data modeling,
Joins structures dynamically and it increases data value,
Joining structures dynamically creates new information,
No query or DB knowledge of the structure necessary,
Global views reduce number of total views needed,
Global view query specification shorter and more concise,
Structure-aware processing for dynamic structure uses,
No privacy issues with multipath hierarchical querying,
Data driven and controlled data structure creation,
Variable SQL SELECT also condenses structure output,
Hierarchical optimization removes unneeded paths.

Our Technology Collateral:

Automatic seamless transfer of metadata and SQL
data to any other peer to perform immediately.

SQL coding can be networked supporting a
distributed concurrent collaborative coding effort.
This allows more globally complex solutions,
greatly speeding coding completion

Peer-to-Peer SQL Social Collaboration:
SQL coding reduced from months to weeks or
days due to peer-to-peer collaboration along with
advanced SQL multipath hierarchical processing.

We discovered and wrote the book on this technology
titled: Advanced Standard SQL Dynamic Structured
Data Modeling and Hierarchical Processing, also see
published SQL papers by “Michael M David”

SQL and data result (DataGram) can be sent to any
other peer for immediate querying, further
processing and returned or sent elsewhere.

Try our working SQL multipath hierarchical processor
prototype, see our user guide, and slide-show
presentation on our home page: www.adatinc.com

An SQL hierarchical processor can be downloaded
for immediate processing of incoming data by
anyone and be password protected if desired.

